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Abstract: Specialized languages can activate different sets of semantic features when compared
to general language or express concepts through different words according to the domain. The
specialized lexicon, i.e., lexical units that denote more specific concepts and knowledge emerging
from specific domains, however, co-exists with the common lexicon, i.e., the set of lexical units that
denote concepts and knowledge shared by the average speakers, regardless of their specific training
or expertise. Communication between specialists and non-specialists can show a big gap between
language(s), and therefore lexical units, used by the two groups. However, quite often, semantic
and conceptual overlapping between specialized and common lexical units occurs and, in many
cases, the specialized and common units refer to close concepts or even point to the same reality.
Considering the modeling of meaning in functional lexical resources, this paper puts forth a solution
that links common and specialized lexica within the WordNet model framework. We propose a
new relation expressing semantic proximity between common and specialized units and define the
conditions for its establishment. Besides contributing to the observation and understanding of the
process of knowledge specialization and its reflex on the lexicon, the proposed relation allows for the
integration of specialized and non-specialized lexicons into a single database, contributing directly to
improving communication in specialist/non-specialist contexts, such as teaching–learning situations
or health professional-patient interactions, among many others, where code-switching is frequent
and necessary.

Keywords: specialized lexicon; common lexicon; mental lexicon; wordnet; lexical semantics

1. Introduction

The specialized lexicon, i.e., words that denote more specific concepts and knowledge,
emerging from specific domains such as chemistry, medicine, linguistics, etc., co-exist
and co-occur with the common lexicon, i.e., the set of words that denote concepts and
knowledge shared by average speakers, regardless of their specific training or expertise.
The specialized lexicon develops from the need for new forms to convey new meaning,
the latter being entirely new or only more precise. In this sense, the specialized lexicon
aims at guaranteeing conciseness and semantic uniqueness (i.e., one form corresponding to
one meaning) and at reducing ambiguity (Gotti 2003). The goal of domain-specific codes is
to allow for a more informative and transparent communication between people sharing
similar knowledge backgrounds, in other words, specialists. However, specialized lexicon
is not used in the void and specialists do not become unable to use common language.

The level of interdisciplinarity in current fields of knowledge and daily activities,
the growing interest in specialized and technical knowledge and the increasing access to
information by non-specialists are changing our perspective on communication contexts,
needs and linguistic models. This is the case for specialist/non-specialist communication,
for instance, between health professionals and patients (Elhadad and Sutaria 2007; Smith
and Fellbaum 2004); interdisciplinary work environments (e.g., artificial intelligence) with
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heterogeneous teams and projects covering and combining different knowledge domains
and subfields (Motos 2011); and diverse teaching–learning processes (Fuentes 2001) entail-
ing different levels of expertise and explicit knowledge transfer needs. In these contexts,
we activate different uses of the language and different lexica, depending on the target
public and our communicational and informational needs (Cabré 1999; Loukachevitch and
Dobrov 2004).

Well-established literature (e.g., Pearson 1998; Cabré 1999; León Araúz et al. 2012)
describes specialized languages as sub-codes of the general or common language, being
general or common language the set of rules and the set of lexical units shared by a given
linguistic community and used in “unmarked” situations. Specialized languages, on the
other hand, are sub-codes that partially overlap with the general code but show some
specificities, namely “subject field, type of interlocutors, situation, speaker’s intentions, the
context in which a communicative exchange occurs, the type of exchange, etc.” (Cabré 1999,
p. 59), and, we add, specific semantic features that mirror specialized conceptualizations.
León Araúz et al. (2012) confirm this approach, stating that “differences mainly involve the
predominance of a set of conceptual categories and relations”. How these co-exist in one
single (mental or digital) database is highly relevant for several research fields.

Current studies on psychology, psycholinguistics and learning analysis show that the
mental lexicon (or lexical memory) functions as a network that, although individual to each
speaker, for instance according to different degrees of expertise in different domains (Yee
et al. 2018), displays a general topography common to all speakers (Huth et al. 2016). These
studies corroborate early lexical semantics research on relational models of the lexicon
(Miller et al. 1990), showing that knowledge and language are best modeled as language
networks of words and concepts. Language models “provide a fruitful way of repre-
senting the complexity of the mental lexicon, (. . .). Using network science approaches to
model knowledge networks respects the inherent complexity and vagueness of knowledge
representations.” (Siew 2022, p. 121).

When applied to domain-specific knowledge, research on the network structure has
shown that general and domain-specific semantic networks are connected and that the
number of inter-relations between these networks increases their efficiency and the speak-
ers’ semantic fluency, similarly to bilingual speakers (Siew and Guru 2023; Llach 2023).
These findings explain specialists’ ability to “de-specialize” (popularize/vulgarize) their
speech and their ability to use, access and switch to both general and specialized codes, as
multilingual speakers can switch among different natural languages.

Thus, the issue of how these sub-codes are connected and communicate with each
other is not only theoretically interesting and relevant for linguistics, language and commu-
nication, psychology and knowledge representation but also crucial for the development
of resources for natural language processing (NLP) solutions concerning specialized and
non-specialized communication.

Existing lexical semantic approaches, and particularly lexical semantic theories describ-
ing the lexicon and the relations established between lexical units, typically do not cover
differences in sub-codes (general vs. specialized). Definitions of synonym or hypernym
relations, for instance, despite considering context (e.g., in Fellbaum 1998 or in Vossen
2002), do not account for concept specialization or for the sub-coding linking/mapping
that allows, blocks or mediates communication between specialist and non-specialist speak-
ers. Yet we are able to verify that, on many occasions, specialists and non-specialists use
different lexical units to talk about the same thing, successfully conveying meaning and
exchanging information.

Using the WordNet model (Miller et al. 1990; Fellbaum 1998; Vossen 2002) as our base
framework, in this paper, we analyze the relations between specialized and common lexical
units, focusing on the reference potential lexical units can be associated with. Our proposal
results in a regular model for linking common and specialized lexica, accounting for spe-
cialized and non-specialized lexica in a single database, described and interconnected in a
formal way. The resulting resources can be used in several NLP tasks, such as information
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extraction, semantic disambiguation, document indexing and retrieval, etc., but also for im-
proving specialist/non-specialist communication. Integrated and comprehensive resources
can be very useful for dealing with communicative contexts requiring or addressing mixed
codes, such as teaching/learning situations and health professional–patient interactions,
where code-switching is frequent and necessary.

2. Methods and Framework

The WordNet model (Miller et al. 1990; Fellbaum 1998) is a formal lexical semantics
model that reflects the organization of the mental lexicon. Wordnets (i.e., resulting lexical
resources built according to the model) are computational relational databases based on
the notion of concept, the core element of the network (Fellbaum 1998). Concepts can
be lexicalized by a single lexical unit or by several synonyms, grouped in synsets (i.e.,
synonym sets), and the meaning of each set is represented and described through the
relations it establishes with others in the network, including through its position in the
hierarchy. This approach, in which lexical knowledge is seen as an intermediate level
between language and concepts, follows neo structuralist semantics (Geeraerts 2010).

Wordnets establish a lexical hierarchy through the hypernymy/hyponymy relation
that is quite relevant for modeling information inheritance. The position of a node reflects
its level in the inheritance chain, from more generic concepts (hypernym synsets) in the
upper levels to more specific concepts (hyponym synsets) in the lower levels (Miller et al.
1990). Relational databases do not describe lexical units or the concepts they lexicalize
as individual entities but function in a structural manner as pieces of a larger puzzle, as
shown in Figure 1.
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The WordNet model is based on three major notions:

- Word/lexical unit: linguistic unit that consists of a set of sounds/characters with mor-
phological and syntactic properties with which a given stable meaning is associated.

- Meaning: linguistic unit that consists of set of semantic properties/values stably
associated to a given word, reflecting prototypical conceptual knowledge, typically
including a hypernym and specific and differentiating characteristics.

- Concept: knowledge unit that consists of a (mental) representation of a specific part of
information, individualized by cognitive processes. Conceptual aspects concern, thus,
the cognitive aspects relevant to the establishment and identification of a given portion
of knowledge, and the conceptualization process concerns the cognitive process
that defines the cognitive aspects and properties relevant to the delineation of a
given concept.

Contrary to traditional lexical resources such as dictionaries, in the WordNet model,
the unit (i.e., the node in the network) is the concept, represented by the set of words that
can lexicalize it (synset). This is what makes it a lexical conceptual model. The synonymy
relation used in the WordNet model corresponds to a relation among words that convey
semantic similarity or synonymy in context, defined by Miller et al. (1990, p. 6) as “two
expressions are synonymous in a linguistic context C if the substitution of one for the other
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in C does not alter the truth value”. It is a symmetric relation in which if A and B are
synonyms in C, then A is B in C and B is A in C. Synonymy is, thus, a structural semantic
relation of the model, establishing its foundation. In further versions of the model, such
as the EuroWordNet model, other conditions apply to synonymy relation. Namely, two
words are synonyms if

(i) They “denote the same range of the entities, irrespective of the morpho-syntactic
differences, differences in register, style or dialect or differences in pragmatic use of the
words, (. . .).

(ii) they cannot be related by any of the other semantic relations defined” (Vossen 2002,
p. 18).

As it occurs in the mental lexicon, words can be part of as many units (lexical con-
ceptual nodes) as the concepts they can lexicalize: bank1—type of financial institution;
bank2—slope of land; bank3—supply or stock; bank4—bench for rowers; . . .

The other structuring relation, the hypernym/hyponymy relation, can be defined
as follows:

1. X is hyponym of Y if X is a type of Y and Y is not a type of X.

Hyponymy/hypernymy is a lexical conceptual relation that concerns both world
knowledge and linguistic knowledge. This can be tested by lexical anaphoric constructions
where the hypernym is used to refer a more specific referent (the hyponym) previously
introduced.

2. a. He bought a pitbull, but the dog doesn’t bite.
b. He crawled through the woods, moving so to avoid being seen by the guards.
c. Marine animals can be endangered by the near proximity of cities since many aquatic
animals are easily affected by sewage pollution (adapted from Amaro 2009, p. 26).

Lexical units are organized according to their type, a hyponym being all that its
hypernym is and more. This relation contemplates the definition of a monotonic inheritance
device (see Miller et al. 1990) that allows adequate and economic descriptions, since
hyponyms inherit the properties of their hypernym.

So, synsets (the sets of synonym lexical units that can be used to refer to a specific
concept) are related to each other through diverse types of relations: lexical conceptual
relations (hypernymy/hyponymy, meronymy, etc.), function or role relations (agent–patient
relation, involved instrument relation, etc.), semantic opposition relations (antonymy,
near antonymy) and cause relations (is caused by/causes, etc.), all formally defined and
linguistically validated (see Amaro et al. 2013).

The formal aspect of this framework assures that subsets of any lexicon, including spe-
cialized ones, are described in the same relational manner through labeled lexical semantic
relations established between synsets that allow for describing meaning, inheritance and
inference properties. Thus, the merging and integration of specialized and non-specialized
lexica is expected to be possible and adequately modeled.

To define the proposal depicted in this paper, we explored existing related work on
the integration of domain-specific lexical networks in general wordnets and examined the
notion of reference in a semantic pragmatic approach to determine if a proximity relation
can be formally defined and implemented in the model to connect units from common and
specialized domains. This includes the definition of relations for nominal nodes, verbal
nodes and adjectival nodes, considering the major word classes that convey meaning in
languages (including specialized domains). The relations are formally defined in terms of
symmetry and implementation restrictions, using the available model apparatus. Validation
tests are also foreseen.

3. A New Relation for Integrating Common and Specialized Lexica

Departing from the notion of the reference potential of expressions, further explored
in the discussion section (Section 4), we propose a relation that links lexical conceptual
nodes (synsets) from common and specialized lexica, modeling their semantic similarity.
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Common lexica and specialized nodes cannot be defined as synonyms, since they
denote different intentional properties (therefore, different or partially different meanings),
which in wordnets are represented by sets of different relations established with other
nodes in the network. However, analogously to units from different natural languages,
they can point to a same potential, generic and prototypical referent. This is what makes
these synsets equivalents, in the sense that they can be used to talk about the same thing,
even though the concepts they denote, and thus the semantic properties that make up
their meaning, necessarily differ, explaining the need for the creation of specialized units.
Therefore, understanding, making explicit and modeling this degree of equivalence be-
tween different codes contributes to avoid miscommunication phenomena between experts
and non-experts.

We adopt and adapt the notion of generic reference described by Cruse (2000), which
concerns the reference to a class of entities interrelated to the semantic potential value of
that expression to refer to something, and we add it to the set of notions presented above:

- Reference potential: the ability of words to indicate specific parts/elements of the real
world. Therefore, the referent isthe part/element of the real world that a given word
indicates, when used in a defined context.

This pragmatic aspect accounts for the use of the expressions in an enunciative context,
while the semantic aspect ensures the independence and systematicity of the representation.
This is a relevant theoretical distinction since, in a lexical conceptual network, we represent
meaning or point to prototypical entities independently of any enunciative context.

3.1. Inter-Code Equivalence

Previous studies distinguish between three kinds of lexical conceptual variations in
WordNet model that result in three different strategies for merging synsets from specialized
and common networks (Amaro and Mendes 2012):

- Compatible synsets: the specialized synset denotes a concept similar to the one
denotated by the common node, but more precise. The hypernym chain is the same
for both synsets, but the specialized synset establishes more horizontal relations.

- Semi-compatible synsets: the specialized hypernym chain has an intermediary hyper-
nym expressing some specification about the specialized concept that does not exist in
the common lexicon network.

- Incompatible synsets: the specialized and common nodes, though related, do not
share elements in the hypernym chain, directly or indirectly. In that case, there is no
possible merging.

The case presented in Figure 2 as incompatible is modeled according to Amaro and
Mendes (2012, p. 152)1. Thus, synsets {attic1, loft, garret}N (≈low floor immediately under
the roof), and {attic2}N (≈low story immediately under the entablature or cornice), show

- Two intentional denotations partially overlapping (i.e., the two different sets of features
that determine the meaning of the lexical unit, corresponding to the sets of lexical
conceptual relations each node establishes with the other nodes in the network);

- Two different sets of synonyms that can refer to the class of entities that satisfy the
sense. In other words, two ways of mentioning the concept at stake, respectively:
{attic, loft, garret} and {attic}.

According to Amaro and Mendes (2012), in an integrated resource, these two nodes
would be independent one from the other, as in, for instance, a typical case of regular
polysemy with incompatible meanings. However, the nodes share several salient features:
the same indirect holonym, {building}N; the same characteristic, {low}ADJ; and close role
relations ({entablature}N is related to {roof }N).
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architecture domain.

As these are in fact not completely unrelated and can point to the same entity in the
real world, we hypothesize that this semantic proximity can be represented through a new
relation, defined in informal terms as follows:

3. INTER-CODE EQUIVALENCE: Relation established between two synsets from com-
mon and specialized lexica with the same part of speech (POS), that stands for a relevant
degree of sharing of semantic and conceptual properties, reflected by the sharing of the
hypernymy chain (directly or indirectly) and of other horizontal relations.

4. X IS INTER-CODE EQUIVALENT TO Y if

a. X is a synset from common lexicon and Y is a synset from a specialized lexicon;
b. X is not hypernym/hyponym of Y;
c. X and Y establish, directly or indirectly, hierarchical and horizontal relations with

the same synsets or with synsets that are inter-code equivalents;
d. X and Y can be replaced one for the other in a given context C, without changing

the truth value of C.
Example: {attic1, loft, garret}N IS INTER-CODE EQUIVALENT TO {attic2}N
Stating these conditions for the existence of the inter-code equivalence relations, we

can test them in real examples, as shown below.

5. a. {attic1, loft, garret}N belongs to common lexicon and {attic2}N belongs to specialized
lexicon—TRUE;

b. {attic1, loft, garret}N IS HYPONYM/HYPERONYM OF {attic2}N—FALSE;
c.(i) {attic1, loft, garret}N IS PART OF {building}N (indirectly) and {attic2}N IS PART OF

{building}N (indirectly) as well—TRUE;
c.(ii) {attic1, loft, garret}N HAS AS CHARACTERISTIC {low}ADJ and {attic}N HAS AS

CHARACTERISTIC {low}ADJ as well—TRUE;
c.(iii) {attic1, loft, garret}N CO-ROLE {roof }N and {attic2}N CO-ROLE {roof }N (indirectly)

as well—TRUE;
d. If ‘The renovation damaged the attic/loft/garret!’ is true, then ‘The renovation

damaged the attic!’ is true—TRUE.
The sharing of some of the meaning components between the nodes and the fact that it

is possible to use the lexical units in them to refer to the same entity in the real world attest
to the semantic similarity that relates the nodes, similarly to what happens in synonymy
and equivalence in different languages.

In the case shown in (5), the relation between the common and specialized synsets is
quite obvious, and it could also be explained by polysemy if we shift from an onomasio-
logical to a semasiological approach. However, even from a semasiological perspective,
the issue of how the specialized and non-specialized nodes are connected would remain.
The case above still fulfills the conditions required, and it is possible to represent this
similarity through an inter-code equivalence relation between the two nodes that maintains
all meaning characteristics.

Figure 3 presents a distinct case in which speakers may be able to recognize the process
of semantic extension that originated the new meaning of virus in the computer science
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domain, i.e., the fact that it is harmful to the host and is able to and uses the hosts’ abilities
to replicate.
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However, there is no overlapping in this case in terms of (i) meaning—there is no
contact in the hypernymy chains of the two synsets, nor is there other shared relations—nor
in in terms of (ii) contexts of use (domain, co-occurrences, etc.) in which a potential referent
(i.e., the real-world entity we are talking about) could be the same. This consists, thus, in a
case of irregular polysemy or homonymy.

Following the methodology presented in (5), we can apply the same test to {virus}1N
and {virus}2N, demonstrating that there is no overlap in this semantic extension process:

6. a. {virus}1N belongs to common lexicon and {{virus}2N belongs to specialized lexicon;

b. {virus}1N IS HYPONYM/HYPERONYM OF {virus}2N—FALSE;
c.(i) {virus}1N IS AGENT OF {replicate}V and {virus}2N IS AGENT OF {replicate}V as

well—TRUE;
c.(ii) {virus}1N CO-ROLE {living cell}N and {virus}2N CO-ROLE {living cell}N as well—

FALSE
c.(iii) {virus}2N CO-ROLE {computer file}N and {virus}1N CO-ROLE {computer file}N as

well—FALSE
d. If ‘Contracting the virus1 in the last century could be mortal and lead to the

extinction of the species.’ is true, then ‘Contracting the virus2 in the last century could be
mortal and lead to the extinction of the species’ is also true—FALSE.

The condition in (6)d. can be further tested by resorting to lexical anaphora to assure
that the proper lexical unit is being used. For instance: if ‘Contracting the virus1 in the last
century could be mortal and lead to the extinction of the species; nowadays it (the virus1)
is not because we found a way to destroy the pathogenic agent.’ is true, then ‘Contracting
the virus2 in the last century could be mortal and lead to the extinction of the species;
nowadays it (the virus2) is not because we found a way to destroy the software program.’
would also need to be true, but is false.

Unlike the example in (5), the case above fulfills just one of the four conditions required.
This means that the inter-code equivalence relation cannot link these two nodes.

The same relation can be established between the nodes {weight}N (≈physical prop-
erty of an object concerning its heaviness) from common lexicon and {mass}N (≈physical
property of a body concerning its matter) from specialized lexicon, as shown in Figure 4. In
this case, the truth conditions are fulfilled even if the synsets do not establish horizontal
relations with the same nodes directly but with nodes that are inter-code equivalents ({mat-
ter}N—{heaviness}N; {body}N—{object, material entity}N), and the replacement in the same
contexts is possible: if ‘He brought a rock with the weight of 3 kg.’ is true, than ‘He brought
a rock with the mass of 3 kg.’ is also true is TRUE.
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Figure 4. {weight}N common noun synset and {mass}N specialized noun synset from the
physics domain.

If we consider further a comprehensive lexicon integrating several (or potentially
all) specialized domains, the need to link nodes may cross different domains simultane-
ously. The next example in Figure 5 shows two different definitions from two different
specialized domains.
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Figure 5. {glass}1N specialized noun synset from the chemistry domain and {glass}2N specialized
noun synset from the materials engineering domain.

Following the tests determined above for common and specialized nodes, we applied
the same method to two specialized nodes belonging to different domains. The results are
shown in (7).

7. a. {glass}1N belongs to the specialized domain of chemistry and {glass}2N belongs to
the specialized domain of materials engineering—TRUE;

b. {glass}1N IS HYPERNYM/HYPONYM OF {glass}2N—FALSE;
c.(i) Both {glass}1N and {glass}2N HAS AS CHARACTERISTIC {non-crystalline}ADJ and

{transparent}ADJ—TRUE;
c.(ii) Both {glass}1N and {glass}2N INVOLVED_RESULT {fusion}N—TRUE;
c.(iii) Both {glass}1N and {glass}2N HAS_MERO_PART {silica}N—TRUE;
d. If ‘Modern buildings use glass1 to take advantage of natural light (since this liquid

is transparent).’ is true, then ‘Modern buildings use glass2 to take advantage of natural
light (since this material is transparent).’ is also true—TRUE.

The example above shows that, even if each domain has a different focus according
to the nature of the domain under analysis (León Araúz et al. 2012), the referent of both
specialized expressions can be the same. Consequently, we can state that {glass}1N IS
INTER-CODE EQUIVALENT TO {glass}2N. Experts in communication point out that one
of the main challenges within interdisciplinary teams, both in academic or non-academic
contexts, is the use of specialized lexicon or jargon (Guo et al. 2023; Winowiecki et al.
2011). It seems to us that, besides the need for specialized lexicon resources and tools,
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there is also the need for platforms combining different lexica and highlighting the degree
of meaning equivalence between units from diverse knowledge domains. In this sense,
establishing bridges among different codes, through semantic/pragmatic relations, will
improve successful communication among heterogeneous interlocutors.

The INTER-CODE EQUIVALENCE relation proposed here accounts, thus, for the
integration of specialized domains nodes in common lexicon, even considering different
domains simultaneously. The next subsection presents the application of this relation to
synsets from other relevant parts of speech, without any loss of adequacy.

Inter-Code Equivalence in Verbal and Adjectival Nodes

Although not as frequent as nouns in specialized domains, verbs and adjectives can
also express domain-specific concepts (L’Homme 2002; L’Homme 2007; López Rodríguez
2007). As corroborated by recent studies on mental lexicon networks, nouns are the lexical
category that shows a clearer hierarchical and taxonomic structure, with (Qiu et al. 2021),
while verbs and adjectives are organized in more flat, less condensed and less modular
networks (Qiu et al. 2021; Miller et al. 1990; Fellbaum 1998). However, the WordNet model
allows for rich and adequate representations of these categories through the use of other
relations available besides the hypernymy/hyponymy relation.

This section shows how the INTER-CODE EQUIVALENCE relation proposed can apply
to verbal and adjectival nodes, adequately modeling the semantic similarity between different
conceptualizations lexicalized by these categories in general and specialized domains.

• Verbs.

The verbal lexicon can be classified and organized according to lexical aspectual
and internal properties that roughly correspond to Vendler’s classic Aktionsart properties
(Vendler 1967). Considering these properties, verbs can be described as denoting (i) states,
(ii) processes or (iii) activities and transitions (Amaro 2009; Pustejovsky 1995). In a very
simplified way, (i) states, when denoted by adjectives, contemplate static situations, such as
believe or exist; (ii) processes typically display regular and non-limited dynamic situations,
such as write or swim; and (iii) transitions are complex situations in which a process leads
to or causes a final state different from an initial one such as die or sink. The fact that all
these situations involve typical participants and conditions of realization (i.e., arguments)
also allows us to better conceptualize them (Baker 2014; Vossen et al. 2018).

Considering these conceptual descriptions, verbs, as their correspondent deverbal
nouns, i.e., nouns that derive from a verbal stem and that denote the same event, can be used
to talk about the same situations: “The POS difference leads to subtle differences in meaning
(such as argument reduction of nominalizations), but in many cases languages offer a choice
between a noun, verb or adjective to name the same situation or event.” (Vossen 2002,
p. 19). This means that, as nouns, other POSs have the ability to refer to entities and
situations of the external world such as, for instance, {move}V and {movement}N, {paint}V
and {painting}N, {destroy}V and {destruction}N, etc., and can thus be analyzed as nouns in
terms of the equivalence relation established. The analyses carried out by Correia (2002)
make this explicit and underline the consequent parallelism in the syntactic realization
between nominalizations (deverbal nouns) and verbs. Following Anscombre (1986), the
author presents a noun typification ranging from processive/progressive nouns to stative
nouns, action nouns, activity nouns, cyclic nouns, resultative nouns and cyclic resultative
nouns. The proposal states that both the verb and its correspondent nominalization can
support the same sentence structure, as shown in the examples below:

8. a. ‘X demonstrates the problem for two hours’—‘The demonstration of the problem
occurs 8 for two hours’ → A cyclic resultative verb supports an adverbial expression
of duration—so does the deverbal nominalization.
b. * ‘X solves the problem for two hours’—* ‘The solution of the problem occurs for
two 11 h’ → A resultative verb does not support an adverbial expression of duration,
and neither does the deverbal nominalization.
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We can examine, for instance, the case of the activity verb breathe, where we are able to
identify a potential referent for the situation denoted by the deverbal noun breathing; we
must necessarily be able to do the same for the correspondent verb, since the situation and
the participants of the event are exactly the same, as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Deverbal noun representation vs. verb representation.

We can, then, proceed to test the applicability of the INTER-CODE EQUIVALENCE
relation to verbal nodes, as we did for nouns. Let us take the examples {breathe1, take a breath,
respire1, suspire}V (≈exchange air alternatively by inhaling and exhaling using lungs) and
{breathe2, respire2}v (≈exchange gases by alternatively consuming oxygen and producing
carbon dioxide through lungs or gills) from the common lexicon and specialized lexicon of
Biology domains, respectively.

Here, it is apparent that the (minimum and sufficient) overlapping conditions between
the common and the specialized nodes are satisfied:

- Directly, e.g., HYPERONYM relation and INVOLVES_INSTRUMENT relation;
- Indirectly, e.g., INVOLVES_OBJECT relations.

Thus, the example in Figure 7 shows that, even if the way of conceiving the breathing
event is partially different since the specialized net is more detailed and precise, the
situation evoked, and consequently the potential referent, can be the same. It is possible,
then, to apply and test the INTER-CODE EQUIVALENCE relation to these nodes.
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9. {breathe1, take a breath, respire1, suspire}V IS INTER-CODE EQUIVALENT TO
{breathe2, respire2}V if
a. {breathe1, take a breath, respire1, suspire}V belongs to common lexicon and {breathe2,
respire2}V belongs to the specialized lexicon of the biology domain;

b. {breathe1, take a breath, respire1, suspire}V IS HYPONYM/HYPERONYM OF
{breathe2, respire2}V—FALSE;

c.(i) {breathe1, take a breath, respire1, suspire}V IS HYPONYM OF {exchange}V and
{breathe2, respire2}V IS HYPONYM OF {exchange}V as well—TRUE;
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c.(ii) {breathe1, take a breath, respire1, suspire}V INVOLVES INSTRUMENT {lung}N and
{breathe2, respire2}V INVOLVES INSTRUMENT {lung}N as well—TRUE;

c.(iii) {breathe1, take a breath, respire1, suspire}V INVOLVES OBJECT {air}N that HAS
MERONYM {gas}N and {breathe2, respire2}V INVOLVES OBJECT {carbon dioxide, CO2}N and
{oxygen, O2}N that IS HYPONYM of {gas}N as well—TRUE;

d. If ‘The patient died because she could not breathe/take a breath/respire/suspire.’
is true, then ‘The patient died because she could not breathe/respire.’ is also true—TRUE.

• Adjectives.

Following the categorization of the adjectives described in Mendes (2009) into two
main subclasses (descriptive and relational adjectives), it is possible to assume that, as a
rule, adjectives ascribe a property or set of properties, status (more or less temporary) or
features, corresponding roughly to states, to an entity, typically lexicalized by a noun.

It is therefore possible to assume that we can identify the potential, generic and
prototypical referent that state adjectives point to. This can be conceptualized indirectly
through the noun that expresses the attribute or property or a set of properties expressed
by the adjective at stake. For instance, for green, a color descriptive adjective, we are able to
identify the state it denotes and can refer to the nominal attribute it evokes, the color green.

The example presented in Figure 8 shows that “the relation between adjectives and
a given attribute is encoded in WordNet model resources by linking some adjectives—
cluster focal adjectives—to nouns lexicalizing the relevant attribute, using the attribute
relation.” (Mendes 2009, p. 92). In WordNet.PT, this relation is codified through the label
“CHARACTERIZES WITH REGARD TO”, between {green}ADJ and {color}N, as shown in
Figure 8.
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Figure 8. {green}1ADJ common adjective synset vs. {green}2ADJ specialized adjective synset from the
physics domain.

Although the ways of conceiving the same adjective in the different sub-codes (com-
mon vs. specialized) are partially different, the referent activated for both synsets may be
the same if both synsets share some relevant horizontal relations and if they can be replaced
one for the other without changing the truth value of the sentence. That is, if we are talking
about the same state. Consequently, when merging the two sub-codes, we can assert that:
{green}1ADJ IS INTER-CODE EQUIVALENT TO {green}2ADJ.

The same is more straightforward for relational adjectives, as maritime, geological,
medical etc., as “(. . .) relational adjectives are associated to a set of properties that, in general,
corresponds to the denotation of a noun.” (Mendes 2009, p. 107). Figure 9 shows the
inter-code equivalence relation between relational adjectives.

Another example illustrating the application of the INTER-CODE EQUIVALENCE
relation in adjectival nodes is the adjective melodic, as described in WordNet 3.12. Consider-
ing the common domain and the specialized domain of music, the nodes in which melodic
occurs are {melodious, melodic1, musical}ADJ (≈containing or constituting or characterized by
pleasing melody) and {melodic2}ADJ (≈of or related to melody or tonal pattern (≈the per-
ception of pleasant arrangements of musical notes)). These are represented in the WordNet
model, as shown in Figure 10.
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Finally, as previously stated, adjectives denote states, consensually described as a kind
of abstract entity, a type of situation, as represented in Figure 11.
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chemistry domain.

As shown in the examples presented, adjective nodes are not as densely related to
other nodes as, for instance, nominal nodes, resulting in less dense networks of relations.
As it happens with verbs, adjectival networks are less hierarchical. In most of the cases, it
is not possible to establish hypernym or hyponym relations, and the meaning of a given
adjective node is expressed through other relations. However, the examples above sustain
that our proposal to apply the INTER-CODE EQUIVALENCE relation to adjectives is viable
and testable.

10. {melodious, melodic1, musical}ADJ IS INTER-CODE EQUIVALENT TO {melodic2}ADJ if

a. {melodious, melodic1, musical}ADJ belongs to common lexicon and {melodic2}ADJ
belongs to the specialized lexicon of the music domain;

b. {melodious, melodic1, musical}ADJ IS HYPONYM/HYPERONYM OF {melodic2}ADJ—
FALSE;
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c.(i) {melodious, melodic1, musical}ADJ IS RELATED TO {melody}N and {melodic2}ADJ IS
RELATED TO {melody, tonal pattern}N and {melody}N IS INTER-CODE EQUIVALENT TO
{melody, tonal pattern}N—TRUE;

c.(ii) {melodious, melodic1, musical}ADJ CHARACTERIZES WITH REGARD TO {earing}N
that IS HYPONYM OF {perception}N and {melodic2}ADJ CHARACTERIZES WITH REGARD
TO {perception}N—TRUE;

c.(iii) {melodious, melodic1, musical}ADJ IS CHARACTERIC OF {music, song}N and
{melodic2}ADJ IS CHARACTERIC OF {tune, melody, air, strain, melodic line, line, melodic
phrase}N that IS MERONYM OF {music, song}N—TRUE;

d. If ‘These new songs are less melodious/melodic1/musical.’ is true, then ‘These new
songs are less melodic2.’ is also true—TRUE.

As demonstrated in this subsection, the application of the INTER-CODE EQUIV-
ALENCE relation to verbal and adjectival nodes is possible and motivated. This is an
important contribution to guarantee the uniformity of relations mediating all the POSs
encoded in relational lexical resources such as wordnets, on the one hand, and a simple and
adequate way of accounting for all the main POSs occurring in specialized lexica—nouns,
adjectives and verbs (L’Homme 2007; López Rodríguez 2007)—on the other.

4. Discussion

The proposal presented in the preceding section reflects the analysis of previous
experiences integrating domain-specific networks in existent wordnets. In general, the idea
that it is possible to establish some sort of equivalence relation between specialized and
common nodes seems to be widely accepted (Freihat et al. 2013).

In the WordNet model, considering the general lexicon case, we can observe several
situations3, namely

(i) One concept expressed by more than one word form/expression, which results
in a single node composed by multiple lexical items related to each other by synonymy
(corresponding to a synset), as shown in (11).

11. {car, auto, automobile, machine, motorcar}N (≈motor vehicle with four wheels, usually
propelled by an internal combustion engine).

(ii) Irregular polysemy or homonymy cases in which a same word form/expression
expresses more than one concept, without any relation between them (corresponding to
two or more synsets), as exemplified in (12).

12. a. {bank1}N (≈sloping land, especially the slope beside a body of water);

b. {depository financial institution, bank2, banking concern, banking company}N (≈financial
institution that accepts deposits and channels the money into lending activities).

(iii) Regular polysemy with incompatible meanings (Pustejovsky 1995; Buitelaar 1998),
resulting in more than one related node but not retrievable simultaneously or in the same
contexts, as illustrated in (13)c.

13. a. {spoon1}N (≈piece of cutlery with a shallow bowl-shaped container and a handle);

b. {spoon2}N (≈amount that a spoon will hold);
c. #The silver butter spoon should be added to the boiling water.
(iv) Regular polysemy with compatible meanings, resulting in a single node with

multiple hypernyms that aggregate the related meanings (e.g., building/institution), which
in turn are retrievable simultaneously or in the same contexts, as illustrated in (14 b).

14. {hospital}N (≈medical institution where sick or injured people are given medical or
surgical care);

b. ‘The hospital that was robbed yesterday fired the security guards.’
A deeper analysis of the notions of synonymy and of regular polysemy is well pre-

sented in the literature (Buitelaar 1998; Copestake 1995; Copestake and Briscoe 1995; Cruse
1986) and is not the focus of this paper. However, these concepts are relevant to understand
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how the notion of equivalence between specialized and common nodes is usually used and
described in the related work described here and how relations are established between
lexical conceptual representations.

As noticed in earlier work (Sagri et al. 2004; Chen et al. 2011; Amaro and Mendes 2012;
Pedersen et al. 2012), sense discrimination covering specialized and common lexica often
results in polysemy and semantic overlapping, and the way to achieve this requires new
approaches to the available lexical semantic/lexical conceptual relations.

For instance, the method used to integrate domain-specific networks in the ItalWord-
Net, the wordnet for Italian (Roventini et al. 2000), based on the use of plug-in relations,
allows for linking a specialized node to the common ‘equivalent’ through a kind of syn-
onymy relation. This is the case of the plug-in synonymy relations for Eco-WN (ecology
domain WordNet) and Jur-WN (law domain WordNet) (Magnini and Speranza 2001; Sagri
et al. 2004), the integrative plug-in relations in Archi-WN (architecture domain word-
net) (Bentivogli et al. 2004) and the equivalent plug-in relations for the wordnet for mar-
itime domain. The result is that domain-specific lexicalizations are integrated in common
lexicon synsets.

By the principle of ‘specific-first,’ the resultant synset maintains the variants from the
specialized synset, as well as the downwards and horizontal links (hyponyms, meronyms,
etc.), since it is supposed to reflect a more complex and comprehensive conceptualization,
while the upward links (hypernym) are only pulled from the common node, as shown in
Figure 12 below.
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Manual intervention in this process is reduced to the resolution of inconsistencies
(Magnini and Speranza 2001; Roventini and Marinelli 2004), and so this method seems
to be quite efficient and economic. However, the equivalence/synonymy notion used is
theoretically problematic for several reasons.

First, if the nodes were really synonymous, they would not establish different lexical
conceptual relations with other elements of the network, but they would simply overlap or
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constitute larger synsets. Second, according to the organization and mapping of semantic
information in the WordNet model, synonymy is a lexical relation between word forms
(Miller et al. 1990, p. 6) that represents similarity of meaning existing exclusively between
the elements of the same synset, which cannot “be related by any of the other semantic
relations defined” (Vossen 2002, p. 18). Finally, as displayed in Figure 12, the ‘specific-first’
method does not prevent the loss of relevant information concerning hierarchical axes and
horizontal relations, both from the common and the specialized nets.

This particular example suggests a dichotomy in the hyponymy chain between a
type of sub-specification of the common node—characterizing the hyponym constitutive
aspect (i.e., its constituents or parts, such as material, weight)—, in contrast with a role sub-
specification for the specialized node—characterizing the telic/role aspect of the hyponym—
, which is in fact a recurrent and common phenomenon concerning meaning “specialization”
(e.g., knife—object for cutting), as explored in Pustejovsky (1995), Mendes and Chaves (2001)
and Freihat et al. (2013).

Thus, in this case, we are not properly dealing with synonym synsets and therefore
cannot establish a proper synonymy relation, as defined by the model, between the elements
in the synset. Nonetheless, as we have demonstrated in our proposal, the synsets are linked
through some kind of semantic similarity.

Following the proposal of Amaro and Mendes (2012), and, to a certain extent, Smith
and Fellbaum (2004), our proposal looks at the notion of semantic equivalence, not strictly
concerning the meaning of lexical units but also related to the referents that lexical units
point to. In other words, two expressions coming from specialized and common lexica can
have some differences in meaning and point to the same referent.

The example in Figure 13 distinguishes two ways of conceiving and representing
the concept of ‘water’ through the different semantic properties encoded in the relations
forming the network:

- different hypernyms: {liquid}N and {compound}N;
- different horizontal relations, establishing different characteristics: {colorless}ADJ; {odor-

less}ADJ; {tasteless}ADJ; meronyms {oxygen}N; {hydrogen}N; {covalent bond}N; involvement
relations expressing telicity {life}N and {solving}N, according to the salience and rele-
vance of the conceptual information for the speaker or for the domain.
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As León Araúz et al. (2012, p. 134) state, “[specialized lexical units] are lexical items,
which can be understood and construed from different perspectives.” At the same time,
however, the mental information/image/prototype that both nodes point to (Khoo and
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Na 2006; Huth et al. 2016; Siew 2022; Siew and Guru 2023), can eventually be the same, as
discussed in the previous sections.

In a different approach, and considering the topical context (i.e., contexts set according
to the topic) as a link between co-referring expressions in different local contexts, Refer-
enceNet (Vossen et al. 2018) also posits that different synsets can, in specified contexts,
point to the same entity. This idea is illustrated through a simple example: if we collect all
the news articles about the same event, for instance a dispute or war, in different periodi-
cals during the same week, we are expected to find different lexicalizations for the same
participants of the event—victim, aggressor, suspect, innocent, murder, etc.—according to the
existing points of view. As discussed in many semantic theories, meaning and reference
are not necessarily coincident. Lexicalizations (words) may have different meanings, but
they may refer to the same things or, in other words, talk about a same referent. In this
way, different synsets belonging to the same hypernym chain are associated with the same
ReferenceSet in ReferenceNet (Vossen et al. 2018). However, ReferenceNet only considers
synsets from the same semantic domain, and it is not concerned with the connection or
relation between specialized and non-specialized units, in particular when there is also
semantic overlapping.

The efforts registered to merge specialized and non-specialized lexica through plug-in
and proximity relations constitute strong motivation in the direction of straightforwardly
modeling the connection between specialized and non-specialized nodes using the WordNet
model to integrate different subsets of the lexicon. On the other hand, using the notion
of reference together with strict conditions for semantic property sharing, as used in our
proposal, provides a way to accurately express this relation. The relations between the
nodes of wordnets (and the mental lexicon) and the relations established between words
and entities in the real world are fundamental to understanding the meaning (and use) of
the expressions themselves and, in particular, to describe and model a functional interface
between specialized and common lexica.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a semantic pragmatic approach to linking common and
specialized lexica in the WordNet model through a new INTER-CODE EQUIVALENCE
relation based on the semantic properties and the reference potential of the lexical units
involved. We define a solid and theoretically well-motivated relation that guarantees the
uniformity of the relations encoded in wordnets while adequately and straightforwardly
accounting for all the main POSs occurring in specialized lexica, maintaining the specialized
meaning features. This proposal follows the basic observation that, even if specialized
domains activate different sets of features or express concepts through different lexicaliza-
tions, there is often an overlap between specialized and common nodes and, in many cases,
speakers use them concurrently, since the specialized and common nodes can point to the
same reality.

Even though specialized networks are expected to be mostly populated by nominal
nodes, we show that it is productive to test and extend the INTER-CODE EQUIVALENCE
relation to the other POS (namely, adjectives and verbs) in a motivated and systematic way.
Contrary to previous proposals, a regular model for bridging the gap between common
and specialized lexica can thus be effectively established, accounting for specialized and
non-specialized lexica in a single database and allowing for the entire lexicon of a language
to be described and interconnected in a formal way.

The resulting resources can be used for tasks such as information extraction, dis-
ambiguation, document indexing and retrieval, etc., and also for improving and better
understanding expert and non-expert communication, for instance by contributing to the
‘translation’ of specialized texts and information to non-specialists, objectively contributing
to improving communication. Integrated or interrelated resources can also be very useful
for dealing with communicative contexts requiring or addressing mixed codes at the same
time, such as teaching–learning situations, health professional–patient interactions, efforts
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towards the leveling of inequalities concerning access to information (e.g., financial literacy,
legal and citizenship rights), interdisciplinary team interchanges where code-switching is
frequent and necessary and where it is, in fact, essential to know if we are talking about the
same things.

Moreover, the operationalization of the integration of sub-codes will allow the obser-
vation of relational patterns, which can be of great use for understanding the process of
knowledge specialization and its reflection in the lexicon, organization, acquisition, main-
tenance, and growth (Wulff et al. 2019). Preliminary work on the data suggests possible
patterns such as type–role alternation, providing some insights on the degree of overlap
and dependency between nodes from different networks, as well as the level of domain
dependency of the patterns. The study of these relations and relational patterns is also
useful in avoiding biases as part of the lexicographic process of designing both common
and specialized resources and definitions more unbiased.
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Notes
1 Examples built based on the definitions and synsets presented in Amaro and Mendes (2012, p. 152), and in American Heritage®

Dictionary of the English Language, Fifth Edition, 2016, and Collins English Dictionary—Complete and Unabridged, 12th Edition
2014 (https://www.thefreedictionary.com/attic), (accessed on 1 January 2023).

2 Synsets and glosses retrieved from WordNet 3.1 (https://wordnet.princeton.edu/), (accessed on 1 January 2023).
3 Synsets in examples (11) to (14) were adapted from WordNet 3.1 (https://wordnet.princeton.edu). We uniformized the glosses

by using the formula direct hyperonym + specific differences.
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